Secrets of Soybean Success

Join our “Soy Squad” panel of experts to learn how to best optimize your soybean yield!

Dr. Sarah Lancaster, Extension Weed Specialist: “Soybean Weed Management in 2022”

Dr. Rodrigo Borba Onfre, Extension Plant Pathology Specialist: “Sudden Death Syndrome: Disease, Challenges, and Management”

Dr. Bruno Pedreira, Extension Specialist and Southeast Area Agronomist: “Fertility Management Considerations of Soybeans”

Wednesday, March 23
Southwind Extension District Iola office

Check-in 4:30—4:45
Discussions will start at 4:45, followed by dinner at 6:15pm and additional discussions

Call 620-365-2242, use the QR code or go online
https://tinyurl.com/soybeansuccess
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